NC MACHINE CODE
VALIDATION SPECIALIST

3DEXPERIENCE MANUFACTURING
& PRODUCTION ROLE

PERFORM
VIRTUAL NC
PROGRAM
VALIDATION

NC Machine Code Validation Specialist delivers enhanced, high-quality NC programs.
NC Machine Code Validation Specialist delivers the ability to control and simulate machine
tool motions, along with material removal, using either the NC tool path or post-processed
NC code. High-quality NC programs are delivered by finding potentially damaging collisions,
excessive non-value-added machine motion, out-of-travel machine motion, or wrong
material removal. NC programs are optimized and validated in a lifelike 3D representation
of the physical workplace.

Better understanding of the physical machine cell
during validation
The immersive, 3D environment includes all aspects of the
machining station, including the machine tool, part setup,
clamps, fixtures and auxiliary equipment.

Moving NC process prove-out offline saves time and money
and reduces the risk of damaging machine tools due to
NC program errors. Simulations based on NC code, for all
categories of machines, enable users to validate NC code
before loading it on the machine. Users can also simulate
NC code from a source other than the simulation for milling
and mill-turning machines, even when they do not have the
programming data.

Improved NC program quality and
programming efficiency
NC Machine Code Validation Specialist helps programmers
create high-quality NC programs by finding and reporting
faults during simulation. After a simulation runs, a fault list can
be accessed for travel-limit errors and collisions.

Safer, less-costly
offline validation

Simulate based on worn tools
Users can define maximum tool-wear parameters for each tool
and tool assembly. They then have the option of simulating
machine motion and material removal using nominal cutting
conditions or maximum wear conditions.

Role Highlights
• Groundbreaking 3DEXPERIENCE® platform
• Validate the entire manufacturing program or a single
machining operation
• Perform integrated, simultaneous simulation of NC machine
motions and material removal based on the NC toolpath
and NC code
• Check travel limits of machine tools
• Detect collisions
• Calculate cycle time
Tools that expedite
accurate validation

Our 3DEXPERIENCE Platform powers our brand applications, serving 12 industries, and provides a rich
portfolio of industry solution experiences.
Dassault Systèmes, the 3DEXPERIENCE Company, provides business and people with virtual universes to imagine sustainable innovations. Its world-leading
solutions transform the way products are designed, produced, and supported. Dassault Systèmes’ collaborative solutions foster social innovation, expanding
possibilities for the virtual world to improve the real world. The group brings value to over 190,000 customers of all sizes in all industries in more than 140
countries. For more information, visit www.3ds.com.
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Time and cost savings through virtual NC
code validation

